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TOWARDS REPRODUCIBLE COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY 

About me
๏ Group Leader & Senior Lecturer

๏ 2 PhD students, 1 MSc student

๏ Research general

๏ Computational biology

๏ Mammalian gene regulation

๏ Non-coding RNAs

๏ genomics, transcriptomics, epigenomics, 
metagenomics

๏ Current studies

๏ Genetic response of macrophages to Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis infection

๏ Novel non-coding RNAs in heart disease

๏ Colorectal cancer subtype classification and 
association to the gut microbiome 
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BACKGROUND

Gene expression defines colorectal cancer subtypes
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CIMP   = CpG island methylator phenotype
MSI      = microsatellite instability
SCNA  = somatic copy number alterations

10.1038/nm.3967
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CRC samples
CMS 1 CMS 2 CMS 3 CMS 4

CMS model
Sample CRC subtype information

‣ Use the classification system on a cohort of NZ CRC samples 
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Since, TCGA re-processed all 
their samples using a new 

methodology!!!
2014 data not available 

anymore…



BACKGROUND

This is nothing out of the ordinary!!!

๏ There is no common standard for reporting computational methods 
in biology.

๏ Many (most?) publications do not declare exact tools or tool version 
numbers used.

‣ in many, likely most, cases exact reproducibility is not achievable
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BACKGROUND

This is nothing out of the ordinary!!!

๏ A study in 2013 (Stodden et al., 2013) investigated journal code 
sharing policies (n=170, "Mathematical & Computational Biology", 
"Statistics & Probability", and "Multidisciplinary Sciences" journals)

๏ 38% had a data policy, 22% had a code policy, and 66% had a 
supplemental materials policy
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Stodden et al. Toward Reproducible Computational Research: An Empirical Analysis of Data and Code Policy Adoption by Journals.  
PLoS One. 2013 doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0067111.
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BACKGROUND

Why should you care?
๏ Selfishness

๏ Reproducibility helps to avoid disaster

๏ demonstrate that you and your team acted in the most scientific way possible and any 
mistakes were honest and are easily corrected

๏ Reproducibility makes it easier to write papers

๏ e.g. numbers, results, figures and tables automatically update when data change, easier to 
spot mistakes

๏ Reproducibility helps reviewers see it your way

๏ Reproducibility enables continuity of your work

๏ redoing analyses years later, handing over projects to different team members, etc.

๏ According to Vandewalle, 2012, code sharing is positively associated with high impact 
publications
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Markowetz F. Five selfish reasons to work reproducibly. Genome Biology, 2015,16:274
Vandewalle P. Code sharing is associated with research impact in image processing.  Computing in Science and Engineering 2012, 14: 4 42–7



BACKGROUND

Bottom-line for our study

๏ The classifier is available as an R-package!

๏ We knew the classifier expects tags-per-million (TPM) gene 
expression values 

๏ We had some information, investigating the R source code

๏ Reproduction of their exact methodology to get to the TPM values 
difficult/impossible

๏ Test the our methodology in a pilot study
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CREATE AN ANALYSIS THAT IS REPRODUCIBLE



HOW-TO REPRODUCIBILITY

How to achieve reproducibility?

1. Keeping track of the used tools and their versions.

2. Keeping track of the commands used to analyse the data, including 
tool parameters.

3. Publishing & versioning the workflow information, as to keep track 
of when workflows change and what changes occurred.

4. Provide access to input data
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LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGE MANAGERS

Life sciences package managers
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Bioconda: A sustainable and comprehensive software distribution for the life sciences.  
Grüning B, et al.. Nature Methods, accepted 

Oct 2017



LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGE MANAGERS

Conda

๏ Conda is an open source, cross-platform, language-agnostic package 
manager and environment management system.

๏ Conda is part of the popular Python distribution Anaconda, but can 
be used without it.

๏ Conda is written in Python but can manage projects containing code 
written in other languages.

๏ A channels is a path where conda searches for packages, e.g.
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https://conda.io/docs/

$ conda config --add channels defaults
$ conda config --add channels conda-forge
$ conda config --add channels bioconda



LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGE MANAGERS

Conda +
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Bioconda: A sustainable and comprehensive software distribution for the life sciences.  
Grüning B, et al.. Nature Methods, accepted 

$ conda search star
Loading channels: done
# Name                  Version           Build  Channel
star                     2.4.0j               0  bioconda
star                     2.5.0c               0  bioconda
star                     2.5.1b               0  bioconda
star                     2.5.2a               0  bioconda
star                     2.5.2b               0  bioconda
star                     2.5.3a               0  bioconda
star                     2.5.4a               0  bioconda
star                     2.6.0b               0  bioconda
$ conda install star=2.5.3a

https://bioconda.github.io/

2015 2017



LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGE MANAGERS

Conda +
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$ conda create -n aligners star=2.5.3a bowtie2
$ conda activate aligners
(aligners) $ star --version
STAR_2.5.3a

๏ Use environments to isolate certain packages/versions



LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGE MANAGERS

Conda +
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$ conda create -n aligners star=2.5.3a bowtie2
$ conda activate aligners
(aligners) $ star --version
STAR_2.5.3a

$ echo $PATH
/Users/seb/miniconda3/bin:…
$ conda activate aligners
(aligners) $ echo $PATH
/Users/seb/miniconda3/envs/aligners/bin:/Users/seb/
miniconda3/bin:…
(aligners) $ conda deactivate
$ echo $PATH
/Users/seb/miniconda3/bin:…

๏ Use environments to isolate certain packages/versions

๏ How does this work?

๏ Conda temporarily manipulates the PATH variable of the shell



LIFE SCIENCES PACKAGE MANAGERS

Conda +
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๏ Save environment definitions for re-use

๏ Re-create environments based on definition in file

$ conda env export -n aligners > env-aligners.yaml
$ cat env-aligners.yaml
name: aligners
channels:
  - bioconda
  - conda-forge
  - defaults
dependencies:
  - bowtie2=2.3.4.1=py36pl5.22.0_0
  - ca-certificates=2018.4.16=0
  …

$ conda env create -n aligners2 -f env-aligners.yaml
$ conda activate aligners2



HOW-TO REPRODUCIBILITY

How to achieve reproducibility?

1. Keeping track of the used tools and their versions.

2. Keeping track of the commands used to analyse the data, including 
tool parameters.

3. Publishing & versioning the workflow information, as to keep track 
of when workflows change and what changes occurred.
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WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Workflow management systems
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GNU Make

Cuneiform
Bpipe



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Workflow management systems
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formalise, document, and execute data analyses

doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016
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From raw data to final figures: 
- document parameters, tools, versions 
- execute without manual intervention
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Workflow management systems
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From raw data to final figures: 
- document parameters, tools, versions 
- execute without manual intervention

Handle parallelisation:  
- execute for thousands of dataset

Avoid redundancy:  
- when adding datasets 
- resuming from failures, etc.

formalise, document, and execute data analyses

doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

For a given set of targets, find a composition of rules to create them.

$ sort D1.txt > D1.sorted.txt



rule sort:
  input:
    "D1.txt"
  output:
    "D1.sorted.txt"
  shell:
    "sort {input} > {output}"

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

For a given set of targets, find a composition of rules to create them.

• A rule specifies inputs and  
outputs, as well as the means 
to get from input to output

$ sort D1.txt > D1.sorted.txt



rule all:
  input:
    "D1.sorted.txt",
    "D2.sorted.txt",
    "D3.sorted.txt"

rule sort:
  input:
    "{sample}.txt"
  output:
    "{sample}.sorted.txt"
  shell:
    "sort {input} > {output}"

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

Targets (explicit)

Wildcards
• Use of wildcards to 

generalise rules

For a given set of targets, find a composition of rules to create them.



SAMPLES, = glob_wildcards("{sample}.txt")

rule all:
  input:
    expand("{sample}.sorted.txt", 
            sample=SAMPLES)

rule sort:
  input:
    "{sample}.txt"
  output:
    "{sample}.sorted.txt"
  shell:
    "sort {input} > {output}"

WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

For a given set of targets, find a composition of rules to create them.

Find samples 
automatically

Create targets
from input samples



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

For a given set of targets, find a composition of rules to create them.

• Snakemake builds a 
directed acyclic graph 
(DAG)of the jobs

SAMPLES, = glob_wildcards("{sample}.txt")

rule all:
  input:
    expand("{sample}.sorted.txt", 
            sample=SAMPLES)

rule sort:
  input:
    "{sample}.txt"
  output:
    "{sample}.sorted.txt"
  shell:
    "sort {input} > {output}"

1
2
3
4
5
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8
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14



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

$ snakemake -p
Building DAG of jobs...
Using shell: /usr/local/bin/bash
Provided cores: 1
Rules claiming more threads will be scaled down.
Job counts:

count jobs
1 all
3 sort
4

rule sort:
    input: D1.txt
    output: D1.sorted.txt
    jobid: 1
    wildcards: sample=D1

sort D1.txt > D1.sorted.txt
Finished job 1.
1 of 4 steps (25%) done
...



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

$ $ ls -1
D1.sorted.txt
D1.txt
D2.sorted.txt
D2.txt
D3.sorted.txt
D3.txt
Snakefile
$ snakemake -p
Building DAG of jobs...
Nothing to be done.

• Snakemake checks if output files  
are newer than inputs and will  
not re-run jobs if inputs  
did not change



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake
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...
rule sort:
  input:
    "{sample}.txt"
  output:
    "{sample}.sorted.txt"
  treads: 4
  shell:
    "sort --parallel={threads} {input} > {output}"

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bts480 // https://slides.com/johanneskoester/snakemake-tutorial-2016

$ snakemake -p --cores 12

๏ Disjoint paths in the job graphs can be executed in parallel.



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake

๏ Other benefits:

๏ Benchmarking of rules

๏ Error logging of rule execution

๏ Python code execution within rules

๏ Temporary and protected files

๏ Remote file handling, e.g. FTP, Google, Amazon, etc. 

๏ Submit jobs to a computer cluster

๏ Submit jobs to a cloud kubernetes cluster
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WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Snakemake + conda
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...
rule mytask:
  input:
    "{sample}.txt"
  output:
    "{sample}.results.txt"
  conda:
    "myenv.yaml"
  shell:
    "myscript.py {input} > {output}"

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

$ snakemake --use-conda

๏ Specify conda environments per rule

๏ Environments will be created in the working directory upon execution of snakemake

๏ Environments will be reused after first time creation

channels:
  - bioconda
  - conda-forge
  - defaults
dependencies:
  - package1 ==2.3.1
  - ...

myenv.yaml



WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Reproducibility with Snakemake

๏ Able to define conda environments on a per rule basis.

๏ Distribute the Snakemake rule file 

๏ Distribute custom scripts used within the rule file

๏ Distribute the conda environment files used within the rule file
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WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Reproducibility with Snakemake

๏ Able to define conda environments on a per rule basis.

๏ Distribute the Snakemake rule file 

๏ Distribute custom scripts used within the rule file

๏ Distribute the conda environment files used within the rule file

‣ A problem with a conda-only approach is that the underlying operating 
system (version of Linux, MacOS,...) needs to be the same to achieve 
complete reproducibility of the conda environments 
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CONTAINERIZATION

Containers

๏ Containers are used for operating-system-level virtualisation.

๏ Containers main purpose in enterprise setting is to ship a specific 
application as a self-contained unit, including operating system while 
still being manageable in size.

๏ e.g. web server and web application in one and a database server 
in another container communicating with one another

�40

Traditional  
virtual machines



CONTAINERIZATION

Containers

๏ Programs running inside a container can only see the container's 
contents and devices assigned to the container but uses the host 
computer's resources, memory, cpu, etc.

๏ Containers are useful to ensure application and environment 
compatibility on different computing resources.

๏ If you distribute applications or software through a container, 
whoever uses this container does not have to deal with installing 
missing dependencies and the like.

‣ Everything is contained within the container

�41



CONTAINERIZATION

Container engines

๏ Most famous container engine is Docker:

๏ Docker container images are relatively easy to install, well 
documented, standardised, many pre-configured ready-to-use 
containers available, e.g. http://biocontainers.pro/

๏ Unfortunately, the Docker engine is not designed for the use with 
traditional high performance computing (HPC). 

�42



CONTAINERIZATION

Container engines

๏ The Singularity container engine was designed for the needs of scientific 
workloads:

๏ Containers are stored in a single file.

๏ No system, architectural or workflow changes are necessary to 
integrate on HPC systems.

๏ Limits user’s privileges (inside user = outside user).

๏ Unlike Docker there is no need for a root owned container daemon.

๏ Singularity is able to convert Docker images to Singularity images

๏ Containers can be distributed on Singularity Hub

�43

Kurtzer GM, Sochat V, Bauer MW. Singularity: Scientific containers for mobility of compute. PLoS ONE 12(5): e0177459



CONTAINERIZATION

Building a Singularity container

๏ Creating Singularity 
containers locally 
requires root privileges

๏ Create GitHub 
repository containing this 
file, connect repo to 
Singularity Hub, the SHub 
will build the container in 
the cloud ready to be 
downloaded and used 
(no root needed)
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Bootstrap: docker
From: continuumio/miniconda3:4.4.10

%environment
# set global environment variables in the container
export PATH="/opt/conda/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/bin:/bin:"
unset CONDA_DEFAULT_ENV
export ANACONDA_HOME=/opt/conda

%post
# executed after the base container has been downloaded
export PATH=/opt/conda/bin:$PATH
conda config --add channels defaults
conda config --add channels conda-forge
conda config --add channels bioconda
conda install --yes bwa=0.7.15
conda install --yes samtools=1.8
conda clean --index-cache --tarballs --packages --yes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

$ singularity pull --name "biotools.simg" shub://sschmeier/biotools
$ singularity exec biotools.simg samtools --version
samtools 1.8
Using htslib 1.8
Copyright (C) 2018 Genome Research Ltd. http://singularity.lbl.gov/

http://singularity.lbl.gov/


...
rule mytask:
  input:
    "{sample}.txt"
  output:
    "{sample}.results.txt"
  singularity:
    "shub://sschmeier/biotools"
  shell:
    "myscript.py {input} > {output}"

CONTAINERIZATION

Singularity integrates into Snakemake
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๏ Specify singularity container per rule or globally

๏ Container will be downloaded into the working directory upon execution of Snakemake

๏ The rule will be executed with the container  
(Singularity needs to be installed but no root privileges are needed to run singularity containers)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

$ snakemake --use-singularity



CONTAINERIZATION

Reproducibility through containers

๏ Install used tools and packages inside a Singularity container 
(e.g. using conda inside the container).

๏ Instead of locally installed tools, use the tools inside the container for 
the analyses steps (preferable within your workflow management 
system).

๏ Distribute the container image alongside your workflow resources. 
(e.g. via URL to the image on Singularity Hub)

‣ To redo the analysis with exactly the same tools, the only things 
needed is Singularity installed on the system
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HOW-TO REPRODUCIBILITY

How to achieve reproducibility?

1. Keeping track of the used tools and their versions.

2. Keeping track of the commands used to analyse the data, including 
tool parameters.

3. Publishing & versioning the workflow information, as to keep track 
of when workflows change and what changes occurred.

4. Provide access to input data
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HOW-TO REPRODUCIBILITY

Publishing the workflow information and data
๏ Workflow:

๏ Version control your workflow resources, like config files, conda environment files, 
custom scripts/packages

๏ Include URLs and md5sums to files downloaded from public resources.

๏ Upload the repository to a public remote server, e.g. GitLab, Bitbucket, GitHub.

๏ Publish the link to the repository alongside your manuscript/report/thesis and data.

๏ Tag the version of the workflow that has been used for the analysis so that one can 
refer back to the correct version

๏ Data:

๏ Upload the raw data to a common public resource like NCBI Short Read Archive, 
Gene Expression Omnibus

๏ Alternatively, use https://zenodo.org/, https://www.datadryad.org/, https://figshare.com/
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HANDS ON SESSION

Hands-on session

๏ We will create a Snakemake workflow using conda to analyse some 
yeast transcriptomics data
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THE END

Thanks

๏ Tutorial: reproducible.sschmeier.com

๏ Lab-webpage: sschmeier.com 

๏ Email: s.schmeier@gmail.com

๏ Twitter : @sschmeier
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Massey University, Auckland, New Zealand

SEBASTIAN SCHMEIER

QUESTIONS?

https://reproducible.sschmeier.com/
https://sschmeier.com/
mailto:s.schmeier@gmail.com
https://twitter.com/sschmeier

